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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient method to classify 
inverse synthetic aperture (ISAR) images. Because ISAR images can 
be translated and rotated in the 2-dimensional image place, invariance 
to the two factors is indispensable for successful classification. The 
proposed method achieves invariance to translation and rotation of 
ISAR images using a combination of two-dimensional Fourier 
transform, polar mapping and correlation-based alignment of the 
image. Classification is conducted using a simple matching score 
classifier. In simulations using the real ISAR images of five scaled 
models measured in a compact range, the proposed method yields 
classification ratios higher than 97 %.  
 

Keywords—Radar, ISAR, radar target classification, radar 
imaging.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
NVERSE synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging is a 
technique to generate a two-dimensional (2D) 

high-resolution image of a target [1]. Because ISAR image can 
be obtained regardless of weather and day-night conditions and 
it provides useful 2D features, ISAR has been applied to 
numerous classification areas [2]-[3]. Classification of ISAR 
image is composed of two phases: training and test phases. In 
the training phase, a training database of ISAR images is 
constructed using the images derived at several aspect angles 
and in test phase, the ISAR image of an unknown target is 
classified using the ISAR image stored in the training database. 
However, classification of ISAR images is very difficult due to 
the translational and the rotational variations depending on the 
orientation between the radar and a target for measurement. 
Therefore, an efficient classification method that is invariant to 
rotation and translation is required. 

In this paper, we propose a new classification method which 
utilizes two important characteristics of the 2D Fourier 
transform (2D FT). Because the 2D image derived from the 2D 
FT of the ISAR image is the spectrum of the original image, the 
translation in the ISAR image is the simple phase multiplication 
in the 2D FT image. In addition, because the rotation of the 
ISAR image around an unknown rotation center (RC) is 
equivalent to the rotation around the zero frequency, an 
exhaustive search procedure is not required to find the RC. 
Therefore, the rotation angle of the ISAR image can be 
obtained by polar mapping the 2D FT image and finding the 
relative shift in θ direction using the correlation. In the 
classification, we use  
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Fig. 1 Range-Doppler algorithm [4] 
 

a simple matching score classifier between the train and the test 
polar mapped image aligned in θ direction. The target yielding 
highest matching score value was selected as the unknown 
target. In experiment, we constructed the scaled model of the 
six real targets and the radar cross section (RCS) of each target 
was measured in the X-band compact range. Then, ISAR 
images of each target were collected at several aspect angles. 
Classification ratios derived using the measured ISAR images 
and the proposed methods were higher than 97 % regardless of 
the location of the RC in the image domain, proving the 
efficiency of the proposed method. 

II.  PRINCIPLE OF ISAR IMAGING AND PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Range-Doppler Algorithm for ISAR Imaging 
The most widely used method for ISAR imaging is the 

range-Doppler algorithm which is composed of four steps: 
generation of range profiles of a moving target at several aspect 
angles, range alignment, phase adjustment and cross-range 
compression using inverse discrete FT (IDFT) in azimuth 
direction [1, 4] (Fig. 1). Range profiles are provided by the 
range compression using either matched filtering of wideband 
chirp signals or inverse FT of wideband stepped-frequency 
signals. Translational motion compensation composed of range 
alignment and phase adjustment is conducted to remove the 
effect of the translational motion of a target and the IDFT in 
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azimuth direction positions scatters in the vertical axis of ISAR.  
In this paper, we use the range-Doppler imaging without 

translational motion compensation [5] because the main topic 
of this paper is the classification of ISAR images. ISAR images  
used to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method are 
derived using scaled models that are stationary in the compact 
range. Assuming a plane wave, the received echo signal from a 
target for a frequency f and aspect angle θ can be expressed as 
[6] 
 

( )( , ) ( , ) exp cos sin
4

I f x y x y dxdy
j f

c
θ ρ θ θ

π∞ ∞

−∞ −∞
= − +⎡ ⎤

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫ ∫ ,    (1) 

 
where ρ(x, y) is the RCS at (x, y), and c is the speed of light. 
Assuming ( )2 cos /xf θ λ=  and ( )2 sin /yf θ λ= , (a) can be 

can be expressed as 
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ρ(x, y) mapped on (x, y) domain is the ISAR image and can be 
derived by simple 2D inverse FT as follows: 
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because we use wide angles for high resolution ISAR image, 
(2) is not rectangular and this can defocus the ISAR image 
seriously. Therefore, 2D polar-mapping was conducted to 
derive to drive equally-spaced samples in the frequency domain 
[2].  

B. 2D FT of ISAR Image 
To estimate the relative rotation angle between two ISAR 

images, the RC must be fixed. However, estimating the RC of 
the ISAR image is very difficult because RC is different 
depending on the complicated motion of the target. Therefore, a 
method that provides the rotation angle between two ISAR 
images regardless RC is required. 

 In this paper, we use the two characteristics of the ISAR 
image in the 2D frequency domain; the shift and the rotation in 
the image domain are the multiplication by the complex 
exponential term and the rotation in the frequency domain, 
respectively. 2D FT of an image is represented by   

 

( ) 2 2( , ) , j ux j vyF u v f x y e eπ π
∞ ∞

− −

−∞ −∞

= ∫ ∫ ,                  (4) 

 
where F(u,v) is the FT of the image f(x,y). The shift in the image 
domain is transformed to the phase multiplication as follows: 
 
               ( ) 2 2
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If only the absolute value of (5) is used for classification, the 
translational invariance can be acquired. In addition, the 
rotational characteristic of 2D FT is represented as follows [2]: 
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where ( , )F Ω Φ  and ( ),

im im
f r θ  are the polar forms of F(u,v) 

and f(x,y) (see [7] for the detailed procedure). Because RC in  
( , )F Ω Φ is at (0, 0), estimation of RC is not required.  

C. Classification using Polar Mapped Images 
Polar mapping is an efficient method to estimate the rotation 

angle by transforming the rotation in in (u,v) to the translation 
in  (r, θ) domain [8]. Polar mapping of 2D FT image is 
conducted  

 

 

Fig. 2 Classification procedure 
 

by positioning the pixel values in (umn,vmn) to corresponding 
polar grids (rm, θn) using the following relationship:  
 

( , ) ( , ) ( cos , sin )mn mn c c m n m nu v u v r rθ θ= + ,              (7) 
 

where ( , )c cu v  is the RC which is (0, 0) in 2D FT image. rms are 
the radius of the sampling circle m and θns are the nth angle  
defined as follows:  
 

min ( 1)mr R m r= + − Δ  , ( 1)n nθ π θ= − + − Δ ,            (8) 
 

and  
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where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and the minimum radius 
of the polar grids, Nr and Nθ are the number of sampling grids in 
r and θ directions.  

Because the polar mapping transforms the 2D rotation to the 
1D translation in θ direction (see [8]), the test polar mapped 
images can be successfully aligned by finding the maximum 
correlation and this can improve the classification result 
considerably in the classification stage (see Fig. 2). For a shift τ, 
correlation between the mth row of a training polar mapped 
image (Trm) and that of a test image (Tem) is defied by     

 
1

0
( ) [ ] [ ]N

m m mn
Cor Tr n Te nθτ τ−

=
= −∑ .               (10) 

 
The correlation value used as a cost function for alignment is 

the sum of Corms for all rows as follows: 

 

{ }1

0
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=
= ∑ .                   (11) 

 
Then, classification is conducted using the following 

matching score between the training and the test polar mapped 
image aligned using (11):  
 

{ }1 1

0 0
( , ) ( , )rN N

n m
MS TR m n TE m mθ − −

= =
= ∑ ∑            (12) 

 
The unknown test target is classified as the target whose 

polar mapped image yields the maximum MS with the test polar 
mapped image. Compared with the correlation-based method  

 
(a) ISAR image of F4 aircraft model                            (b) Translated and rotated version of (a) 

Fig. 3 Two ISAR images of F-22 aircraft  
 

 
                                              (a) 2D FT image of Fig. 3a                                                  (b) 2D FT image of Fig. 3b 

Fig. 4 2D FT image of Fig. 3 
 

proposed in [9], this method provides higher classification 
ratios due to the combination of the correlation and the 
matching score .  

III. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Classification was conducted using the RCS data measured 

in the X-band 4GHz compact range of POSTECH and six 
aircraft models: F4, F14, F16, F22, F117 and Mig29. The 

measured RCS data were processed to generate ISAR images 
for aspect angle from 0° to 180° with an increment of 1° and the 
training data were constructed for every 5° angular increment. 
The remaining images were used for classification and 
classification was conducted using a simple correlation (Fig. 2). 
The angular variation to obtain ISAR images was 30°, therefore, 
polar reformatting was conducted to derive the focused ISAR 
image. In polar mapping, Nr = 100 and Nθ = 100 were used. 
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An F-22 ISAR image and its shifted and rotated version (Fig. 
3) were formed and their 2D FT images (Fig. 4) were derived to 
prove the translational and the rotational characteristics of 2D 
FT. Fig. 3(a) was shifted by (-30, 30) and rotated by 30° 
clockwise to yield Fig. 3(b). Comparison between Fig.4a and b 
demonstrates the translational and rotational characteristics of 
2D FT; the translation was removed by taking the absolute 
value of the 2D FT image and the same amount of rotation 
occurred in  

 

 
Fig. 5 Correlation values versus rotation angle 

 
2D FT image with RC at (0,0). Therefore, the maximum 
correlation value occurred at the rotation angle = 30° (Fig. 5). 

Classifications for various signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) 
values were conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of the 
proposed method. To simulate the effect of SNR, additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) was added to the measured 
RCS data and SNR was varied from 10 to 30 dB in an 
increment of 5 dB. Because of the random nature of AWGN, 
the classification was repeated 10 times at each SNR and the 
average correct classification Pc was used as the classification 
result. Pc was defined as follows: 

 

 
Fig. 6 Classification result for various SNRs 

 

No.of correct classifications

No.of test samplescP = .                   (12) 

Classification results in Fig. 6 demonstrate the efficiency of 
the proposed method. Pcs for all SNR values were close to 
100 %.  The lowest Pc was obtained at SNR = 10dB and was 
equal to 97.69 % and for SNR = 25 and 30, Pcs = 100 %  were 
obtained. Considering the training polar mapped images 
sampled at 5° increment, it can be concluded that the proposed 
classification method provided very high classification results 
using a small number of training images (37ⅹ 5 = 185).   

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed an efficient method for the 

classification of ISAR images. The proposed method utilized 
the characteristics of the 2D FT to obtain the translational and 
the rotation invariance. Using the characteristic that the 
translation in the image domain corresponds to the phase 
multiplication in the frequency domain, the translational 
invariance was achieved by simply taking the absolute value of 
the 2D FT image. The rotational invariance was obtained by a 
combination of 2D FT, polar mapping, correlation and 
matching score classifier. Because the rotation around an 
unknown RC in the image domain corresponds to the rotation 
around the zero frequency in the frequency domain, RC was 
automatically found. Then, polar mapping of the 2D FT image 
transformed the rotation to the translation and the correlation 
was used to align ISAR images. A simple matching score 
classifier was used for final classification of the ISAR image. 
Experimental results using the measured ISAR image of six 
aircraft models provided classification ratios higher than 97% 
for SNRs = 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 dB.  
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